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ABSTRACT 

High-performance liquid chromatographic methods for the characterization of dirithromycin, a macrolide antibiotic derived from 
erythromycin, are described. Chromatography is performed on a Hypersil ODS column using a mobile phase consisting of acetonitrile- 
methanol-50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 (44:19:37) with ultraviolet detection at 205 nm. The strength of the phosphate 
buffer can be used to control the selectivity of the separation of dirithromycin and related substances, especially the separation of 
erythromycylamine. The addition of methanol to the mobile phase improves peak shapes for the compounds of interest. Validation 
data for purity and related substances methods are described. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dirithromycin, an oxazine derivative of erythro- 
mycin, is a new gram-positive macrolide antibiotic 
currently undergoing clinical evaluation. Accurate, 
well-characterized methods for the determination of 
dirithromycin purity and related substances are 
necessary for development and quality control of the 
bulk drug production process and assessment of 
bulk drug stability. The purity method must be free 
from interference by process-related impurities and 
degradation products. The related substances meth- 
od must be able to detect and quantify these same 
impurities. 

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 
has been widely used for the analysis of erythro- 
mycin and related macrolides because of its ability to 
separate closely related compounds arising from 
biosynthetic, synthetic, or metabolic processes [l- 
161. Methods for biological fluid analysis have been 
designed primarily for quantification of the drug 
itself rather than low levels of related impurities 
[ll-161. The emphasis of methods for quality con- 
trol has been separation of the main component 
from stucturally similar impurities and adequate 

quantification of these impurities [l-9]. Common 
problems encountered with methods for erythro- 
mycin and derivatives include peak tailing, poor 
resolution of impurities, and short column life due to 
the use of high-pH mobile phases and/or high 
column temperature [l&4,6,9,10]. A dependence of 
separation on column history or conditioning has 
also been observed [l,lO]. 

The structures of dirithromycin and related sub- 
stances are given in Fig. 1. Dirithromycin B is 
produced from the corresponding erythromycin B 
factor present in the starting material. Erythromycin 
hydrazone and erythromycylamine are precursors in 
the synthesis of dirithromycin and may be present at 
low levels in samples. Erythromycylamine may also 
arise from hydrolysis of dirithromycin in neutral or 
slightly acidic solution. Dirithromycin forms an 
equilibrium amount of epi-dirithromycin in solution 
with epimerization accelerated under acidic condi- 
tions [17]. 

The determination of dirithromycin and related 
substances represents a distinct challenge because of 
the lack of a UV chromophore in the molecule, the 
tendency to produce tailing peaks, and the instabil- 
ity of dirithromycin under neutral or slightly acidic 
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Linearity of the related substances method was 
evaluated at the low and high concentration ranges. 
Dilute standards of dirithromycin over a range of 
0.01-0.2 mg/ml provided a coefficient of determina- 
tion of 0.9996, an R.S.D. of 2.7%, and a log-log 
slope of 1.03. This range corresponds to O.l-2.0% 
related substances in the sample solution. The 
linearity of total peak area for related substances in 
sample solutions over a range of 5--15 mg/ml was 
also determined. A coefficient of determination of 
0.9926, an R.S.D. of 4.0%, and a log-log slope of 
I .02 were obtained. The above data demonstrate the 
linearity of response for the standard and sample 
solutions used in the related substances method. 

Reproducibility for related substances was also 
determined with a control sample. As with the purity 
method, this measure of precision incorporated 
variability due to different days, analysts, instru- 
ments, and columns. For a sample containing 1.9% 
related substances, the R.S.D. (n = 29) over a 
5-month period was 8%. As expected, the within- 
day R.S.D. of 2.4% was much lower because it was 
not affected by as many variables. 

System suitability 
Dirithromycin reacts in mobile phase solution 

to form epidirithromycin and erythromycylamine. 
These compounds provide an excellent means of 
checking the suitability of the chromatographic 
system each time the method is performed. The 
system suitability solution was prepared by allowing 
a 2.5 mg/ml solution of dirithromycin in mobile 
phase to stand at room temperature for 24 h. After 
this time, the relative concentrations of the three 
compounds remained constant for at least 1 month. 
Dirithromycin peak tailing and resolution from the 
degradation products were established as meaning- 
ful system suitability parameters. Based on data 
collected over a period of six months (n = 149), 
criteria for an acceptable system were dirithromycin 
peak tailing of less than 2.0, resolution between 
dirithromycin and erythromycylamine of at least 
5.0, and resolution between dirithromycin and epi- 
dirithromycin of at least 2.0. When these criteria 
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were not met, the mobile phase was adjusted slightly 
or the column was replaced. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A mobile phase consisting of methanol, aceto- 
nitrile and phosphate buffer with a Hypersil ODS 
column was shown to provide separation of dirithro- 
mycin and related substances. Methanol reduced 
peak tailing and the phosphate buffer concentration 
could be adjusted to control the retention oferythro- 
mycylamine relative to the other macrolides studied. 
The methods described for purity and related sub- 
stances provided good precision and are suitable for 
quality control of the bulk drug substance. 
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